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Figure 1: We propose a volumetric avatar capture technique that can increase the effective capture frame rate of a set of RGBD
cameras from 30 Hz to 60 Hz. In our configuration, cameras are assigned to one of two spatio-temporally offset capture groups,
group A (red triangles) and group B (blue triangles). The surfaces reconstructed from each group exhibit different artefacts, as shown
in images (a) and (b). We also propose a reconstruction pipeline that consumes images from alternating capture groups, leveraging
temporal volumetric fusion to blend surfaces from previous frames into the current reconstruction frame, mitigating temporal artefacts
(c). Colors from previous frames are also blended into the texture applied to the geometry (d).

ABSTRACT

RGBD cameras can capture users and their actions in the real world
for reconstruction of photo-realistic volumetric avatars that allow
rich interaction between spatially distributed telepresence parties in
virtual environments. In this paper, we present and evaluate a system
design that enables volumetric avatar reconstruction at increased
frame rates. We demonstrate that we can overcome the limited cap-
turing frame rate of commodity RGBD cameras such as the Azure
Kinect by dividing a set of cameras into two spatio-temporally offset
reconstruction groups and implementing a real-time reconstruction
pipeline to fuse the temporally offset RGBD image streams. Compar-
isons of our proposed system against capture configurations possible
with the same number of RGBD cameras indicate that it is benefi-
cial to use a combination of spatially and temporally offset RGBD
cameras, allowing increased reconstruction frame rates and scene
coverage while producing temporally consistent volumetric avatars.

Index Terms: H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
Multimedia Information Systems—Artificial, augmented, and vir-
tual realities

1 INTRODUCTION

In social virtual reality applications, the nature of users’ visual
representations can affect the level of social presence [6, 49, 50]
and co-presence [2, 23, 50] experienced by users, as well as the
quality of social interactions [40] and the trust that users feel towards
communication partners [2, 26]. Steed and Schroeder [42] highlight
the difference between tracked avatars, like those animated from
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tracked headset and controller positions commonly used in current
social virtual reality platforms12, and reconstructed avatars, where
an accurate representation of the user is reconstructed in real time.
Reconstructed avatars, also referred to as volumetric avatars, can
facilitate rich communication between collaborators by conveying
facial expressions and accurate full-body movements. In application
areas where interpersonal communication is paramount, such as
in immersive telepresence scenarios, systems are required that can
reconstruct and transmit avatars with high-resolution geometry and
textures in real-time.

Consequently, real-time reconstruction of volumetric avatars has
been an active field of research in recent years, producing methods
that reconstruct detailed geometry at high frame rates from images
captured by custom depth sensors [10, 11, 38]. A parallel research
thread, initiated by the introduction of consumer-level RGBD cam-
eras such as the Microsoft Kinect, focuses on reconstructing avatar
streams with commercially available sensors [1, 4, 32–34]. Com-
modity RGBD cameras typically have a lower frame rate than the
cameras used in the state-of-the-art methods. For example, Mi-
crosoft’s latest RGBD camera, the Azure Kinect3, has a maximum
frame rate of 30 Hz, compared to the frame rate of 200 Hz achieved
by the custom depth sensor used in the Motion2Fusion system [10].
Lower capture frame rates mean that reconstructed motion appears
less smooth than that produced by state-of-the-art methods. Re-
constructing volumetric avatar streams with a high frame rate is
of particular interest in virtual reality applications, where display
refresh rates are typically 60 Hz or higher, and rendering moving
visual stimuli at a significantly lower frame rate than the display’s
refresh rate leads to unpleasant judder effects [8, 41].

The work presented in this paper aims to enable reconstruction
of volumetric avatar streams at high frame rates with commodity
RGBD cameras. We propose a capture configuration and reconstruc-
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tion pipeline that produces avatar streams with twice the maximum
capture frame rate of the employed RGBD camera model, while
maintaining scene coverage and temporal consistency. Our cap-
ture configuration is guided by two observations relating to avatar
reconstruction with multiple RGBD cameras. Firstly, we observe
that by spatially distributing cameras around the capture subject,
greater scene coverage can be achieved, reducing holes and inac-
curacies caused when parts of the surface are occluded or poorly
observed. This observation in itself is not novel and is commonly
seen in camera configurations that produce 360-degree avatar re-
constructions [10, 11, 38, 45, 52]. Our second observation is that by
temporally offsetting some of the available cameras by half of the
interval between capture frames, the effective capture frame rate of
a set of cameras can be increased to twice the capture frame rate of
a set of temporally aligned cameras. We combine these observations
to create a spatio-temporally offset capture configuration, where
cameras are assigned to one of two groups that are spatially and tem-
porally offset from each other, as shown in Figure 2. The temporal
offset means that the two capture groups provide color and depth
images to the reconstruction pipeline in an alternating manner. If
surfaces reconstructed from different capture groups were rendered
at consecutive frames, disturbing flickering artefacts would occur,
as reconstructions from different groups are likely to exhibit view-
dependent differences. We therefore take inspiration from existing
temporal volumetric fusion methods [11, 36] by blending surface
contributions from previous frames into the current frame, producing
a temporally consistent volumetric avatar stream.

The contributions described in this work are:

• a novel volumetric avatar capturing configuration that, as
shown through evaluation, increases the effective capture frame
rate and scene coverage;

• a real-time reconstruction pipeline for use with the intro-
duced capture configuration, which leverages a temporal fusion
approach to produce temporally consistent avatar geometry
streams;

• a method for spatio-temporal blending of color contributions
from each camera to maintain temporally consistent texturing
of the volumetric avatar.

We evaluated our approach with two groups of four Microsoft
Azure Kinect cameras. Our approach effectively doubles the frame
rate of the volumetric avatar reconstruction from 30 to 60 Hz and
delivers smoothly moving and consistent volumetric avatar streams.

2 RELATED WORK

Research contributions addressing reconstruction of volumetric
avatars can be categorized into offline and real-time approaches.
Offline methods target playback of so-called Free-Viewpoint Video
after reconstruction [7, 18, 35, 39], and are therefore unsuitable for
telepresence applications, for which avatar reconstruction must be
achieved in real-time to support interactivity between users.

One class of real-time techniques fits scanned template geometry
or human priors to RGBD input [46], and includes contributions that
are able to reconstruct complete avatar geometry from monocular
input [5,19,21,22,30,48,51,53,54]. Although reducing the number
of capture cameras is desirable, these methods do not generalize to
scene topology changes, such as the spontaneous use of props.

Real-time template-free methods achieve smooth reconstruction
quality by leveraging temporal volumetric fusion to blend surface
geometry observed in previous frames with that of the current
frame [10, 11, 20, 24, 36, 38]. A prerequisite of temporal fusion
is knowledge of the deformation undergone by the reconstructed
surface between frames. Deformation estimation is typically framed
as an energy minimization problem, within which the parameters of
a non-rigid deformation field are found that minimize energy terms

quantifying poor alignment between the deformed and target sur-
face, and undesirable types of deformation, namely non-regular and
non-rigid deformation [43]. Successful deformation approaches are
often guided by point-to-point correspondences between the source
and target geometry, such as those obtained from SIFT features [24].
Correspondence identification has been accelerated by matching
RGB image patches using decision forests [11], or approximating
the transformation of a mesh into the spectral domain where corre-
spondences can be more efficiently identified [10]. Guo et al. [20]
use the intrinsic appearance of the avatar to estimate motion, in a
joint approach that estimates motion and albedo simultaneously.

The state-of-the-art approach to real-time volumetric avatar re-
construction, by Dou et al. [10], employs active IR stereo depth
sensors that can achieve a frame rate of 200 FPS and a depth map
resolution of 1280×1024 pixels [14]. However, since the hardware
proposed in the aforementioned work is not widely available, many
approaches focus instead on reconstructing 3D scenes using com-
modity RGBD sensors. The release of the Microsoft Kinect sensor
motivated research into methods that could create smooth, complete
reconstructions of 3D scenes using commercially available sen-
sors [37], and subsequently yielded approaches for reconstructing
dynamic scenes [36], although reconstruction was prone to failure
when large inter-frame motions were present. Reconstruction ap-
proaches that only require a single commodity RGBD sensor as
input are cost effective, but either rely on human priors [5, 30, 53] or
suffer from occlusion issues inherent when viewing a scene from a
single perspective [15, 20, 27].

Reconstruction methods that use multiple commodity RGBD
cameras construct more complete scene geometry than single-
camera methods by fusing point clouds obtained from multiple
perspectives. Approaches used to combine surfaces observed from
different cameras include overlaying or zippering multiple trian-
gle meshes [4, 32, 33], fitting local surfaces using moving least
squares [34], and integrating depth observations into a volume [1]
that implicitly encodes the surface as a Truncated Signed Distance
Function (TSDF) [9]. More recent methods developed for multi-
ple commodity RGBD cameras typically use human priors [54],
or are heavily assisted by learning-based geometry and texture in-
ference [44, 52]. The acquisition and preparation of training data
required to make use of these techniques is a barrier for some users,
and training reconstruction pipelines with data from scenes con-
taining only human actors can make reconstruction methods less
generalizable to telepresence scenarios involving props.

The referenced approaches to avatar reconstruction with multiple
commodity RGBD cameras cannot achieve the frame rates possible
in the state-of-the-art real-time volumetric avatar reconstruction
methods due to the limitations of the RGBD cameras themselves:
the Azure Kinect, for example, has a maximum capture frame rate of
30 FPS. In this work, we address this limitation by proposing a novel
capture configuration and reconstruction pipeline that increases the
frame rate of the reconstructed volumetric avatar stream from 30 Hz
to 60 Hz when using the Azure Kinect.

3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

We propose a novel approach to reconstructing real-time volumetric
avatars with commodity RGBD cameras. The core idea of our
approach is the conceptual separation of a set of synchronizable
RGBD cameras into two groups, which we refer to as capture groups.
By temporally offsetting the center of exposure of one group by half
of the time interval between camera frames at maximum capture
frame rate, the capture groups provide sets of color and depth images
to the reconstruction pipeline in an alternating manner at double
the maximum capture frame rate of an individual sensor. Instead
of spatially aligning pairs of cameras from different capture groups,
all cameras are distributed evenly around the capture volume to
achieve high scene coverage, reducing occlusions in complex scenes.
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Figure 2: RGBD camera positioning and conceptual grouping used
in our proposed avatar reconstruction system is shown on the left.
Cameras are divided into two capture groups that provide images to
a reconstruction server in an alternating manner. The image on the
right represents the images captured from each group as yellow and
blue squares respectively, and illustrates the temporal offset between
the centers of exposure of cameras in each group. Cameras within a
group are slightly offset to avoid interference (see Section 3.1.2)

.

Since the volumetric avatar is reconstructed from alternating sets of
views at every reconstruction frame, the resulting geometry is likely
to exhibit flickering as view-dependent artifacts repeatedly appear
and disappear. To mitigate such artifacts and maintain temporal
consistency, geometry and color information computed in previous
frames is fused into the current reconstruction frame.

In Section 3.1, we detail the hardware and software configuration
used to capture RGBD images for our avatar reconstruction system.
In Section 3.2, our reconstruction pipeline is described.

Preliminaries. We denote the number of available RGBD cam-
eras as N. The cameras are assigned to one of two capture groups,
A and B, each consisting of N

2 cameras. While the proposed ap-
proach is suitable for any even number of cameras N > 1, we use
N = 8 to enable each group of four cameras to provide 360-degree
coverage of the capture volume, as shown in Figure 2. Cameras
are arranged such that neighboring cameras belong to different cap-
ture groups. The capture configuration used for the evaluation of
our approach employs eight Azure Kinect units. Although we re-
fer to some specific features of the Azure Kinect in our text, our
approach is applicable to any set of RGBD cameras that support
synchronization.

3.1 RGBD Image Capture
This section describes how the available RGBD cameras should be
arranged and configured to capture depth and color images for our
volumetric avatar reconstruction pipeline.

3.1.1 Calibration and Registration
We use the factory intrinsic parameters for the color and depth
sensors, as well as the factory extrinsic parameters encoding the
rigid transformation between the color and depth coordinate systems.
To register the cameras into a shared coordinate system, we employ a
tracked checkerboard, as described by Beck et al. [3], which enables
calculation of the world space positions of the checkerboard pattern’s
corners. Corresponding positions in depth sensor space are obtained
by locating 2D corner points in the infrared image captured by the
depth sensor, and back-projecting those points into 3D using the
depth sensor’s intrinsic parameters. For the registration of each
camera, we obtain depth and world space points at 8 checkerboard

positions inside the capture volume. A least-squares estimation of
transformation parameters between the depth and world space points
then provides the extrinsic parameters for each depth sensor.

3.1.2 Synchronization
In order to temporally offset one capture group from the other, it
is necessary to instruct one capture group to capture with a fixed
delay with respect to the other group. This is possible with the
Azure Kinect, which supports programmatic configuration of the
synchronization between cameras. One camera is chosen as the
master that provides a synchronization signal to subordinate cameras.
In general multi-Kinect configurations, cameras should operate with
160 µs offsets between their respective centers of exposure, to avoid
interference between cameras4. In addition to offsetting the center of
exposure of each camera by multiples of 160 µs, we delay captures
from cameras in capture group B by 16667 µs, which corresponds to
half the time interval between frames at 30 FPS capture frame rate,
the maximum supported by Azure Kinect cameras. The resulting
synchronization offsets for all cameras are shown in Table 1.

Camera Group Role Delay w.r.t. master
0 A Master 0 µs
1 A Subordinate 160 µs
2 A Subordinate 320 µs
3 A Subordinate 480 µs
4 B Subordinate 16667 µs
5 B Subordinate 16827 µs
6 B Subordinate 16987 µs
7 B Subordinate 17147 µs

Table 1: Synchronization parameters used in our spatio-temporally
offset capture configuration for eight cameras.

3.1.3 Capture Server
We implement a capture server that configures the available Kinect
cameras according to the synchronization parameters shown in Table
1. The server runs two asynchronous processes: one retrieves depth
and color images from cameras in alternating capture groups, and
one transmits image data to a local or remote reconstruction server.

3.2 Volumetric Avatar Reconstruction
Our approach is dependent on a reconstruction pipeline that can
consume color and depth images from alternating capture groups
and produce temporally consistent volumetric avatars. The recon-
struction pipeline consists of several sequential processing stages,
shown in Figure 3. In this section, we give an overview of the stages,
before describing them in detail in Sections 3.2.2 to 3.2.5.

3.2.1 Reconstruction Pipeline Overview
The reconstruction pipeline is executed once per reconstruction
frame, with the current reconstruction frame denoted as tr. The input
to the pipeline is a set of color and depth images captured at tr.

In the first stage of the pipeline, the depth images are processed
to remove redundant data and counteract noise, producing a set of
filtered depth maps. This stage also generates auxiliary textures
including filled silhouette and visual hull textures that are necessary
for fusion of surfaces reconstructed from different capture groups.

Next, a surface representing the current frame is calculated by in-
tegrating the filtered depth images into a Truncated Signed Distance
Field (TSDF), henceforth referred to as the data volume.

In order to create a temporally consistent volumetric avatar stream,
our pipeline blends surface information from previous frames into
the data volume. To allow corresponding parts of the current and

4docs.microsoft.com/azure/kinect-dk/multi-camera-sync
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Figure 3: Overview of our volumetric avatar reconstruction pipeline as described in Section 3.2.1.

previous surfaces to be blended, it is necessary to estimate the sur-
face deformation that occurred between frames tr−1 and tr. We
adopt concepts from the work by Dou et al. [11] to estimate the
deformation field, deform the surface reconstructed at the previous
frame, and fuse the deformed surface into the data volume.

The deformation field estimation stage constructs an optimization
problem to calculate a deformation field consisting of a sparse set of
transformations that warp the surface reconstructed at tr−1 (stored
in the key volume) to align with the filtered depth images from tr.

The resulting deformation field is then used to deform (or “warp”)
the surface represented by the key volume, producing a surface that
should align with the surface in the data volume, referred to as the
warped volume. During this stage, misaligned surfaces are detected
and excluded from integration into the warped volume using the
auxiliary maps generated in the texture processing stage.

After the warped volume has been created, the warped and data
volumes are fused together to produce the final reconstructed surface.

Finally, color texture is applied to the reconstructed surface. To
ensure that the color is also temporally consistent, we propose a
texturing approach that blends contributions from color images cap-
tured at frames tr−1 and tr. To allow the correct parts of the texture
from the respective frames to be blended, the deformation field is
used to find the corresponding points in tr−1 and tr.

3.2.2 Texture Processing
The first stage of the pipeline is a texture processing stage that ap-
plies cleaning and filtering operations to the incoming depth images
captured at the reconstruction frame tr, as well as creating a number
of auxiliary maps that are required in subsequent pipeline stages.

The background is removed from the depth images by excluding
depth observations that are unprojected to positions outside of a fixed
bounding box. Since depth images are known to exhibit random
depth error with approximately Guassian distribution [29], a bilateral
filter is used to smooth surfaces in the depth images. Normal maps
are generated by estimating per-pixel normal vectors using the cen-
tral differences method. Per-pixel quality maps are then calculated
as shown by Alexiadis et al. [1], with values that are based on the
angle between the viewing direction and the surface normal, and the
the world-space distance between a pixel and its neighbors.

We introduce two additional texture maps, the refined silhouette
and visual hull textures, that aid fusion of surfaces observed from
different capture groups by excluding misaligned surfaces from the
warped volume during the volume warping stage.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4: Refined silhouette and visual hull images are created in
the texture processing stage. The raw depth map (a) exhibits holes
around the arms. Computing a silhouette directly from the depth
image would therefore be incorrect (b). By rendering points created
by unprojecting depth observations from the other depth images from
the same time frame tr and applying a closing operation, as described
in Section 3.2.2, a refined silhouette without large holes is created (c).
A visual hull texture is created for a depth image (a) by inverting the
filled silhouette (b) and successively applying a kernel that creates
borders with increasing value around pixels with a value below 1,
leading to a stepped gradient (d, see Section 3.2.2).

A simple binary silhouette texture could be created by classify-
ing pixels with a valid depth observation as part of the silhouette.
However, depth images may exhibit holes where surfaces are poorly
observed due to motion, viewing angle, or material properties. If
those holes propagate to the silhouette texture, the alignment check
may incorrectly treat some parts of the warped surface as misaligned,
meaning that those surfaces will not be fused into the final result,
and that the resulting avatar stream will be less temporally consistent.
To avoid this issue, a refined silhouette is created. Firstly, an initial
base silhouette is created by classifying pixels with valid depth as
part of the silhouette. A point cloud is then generated from the other
depth images captured at the same frame, by unprojecting depth
observations into world space. This point cloud is subsequently ren-
dered on top of the base silhouette, with pixels that the point cloud is
projected to becoming part of the silhouette. Finally, morphological
closing is applied to the silhouette, with a dilation kernel of size 5×5
pixels, and an erosion kernel of size 3×3. This process has the effect



of closing erroneous holes in the silhouette, as shown in Figure
4. The asymmetry between the dilation and erosion kernel sizes
means that the silhouette is expanded. In the volume warping and
fusion stages, the expanded silhouette allows TSDF voxels outside
the surface to be fused into the final result (Section 3.2.5).

The refined silhouette texture addresses the holes in depth images
that can be observed when employing commodity RGBD cameras.
Depth cameras may have relatively long exposure times, meaning
that depth in areas of movement cannot be reliably estimated. Such
issues are less likely to occur when obtaining depth information
from custom stereo camera pairs [11] or from sensors with a higher
frame rate [10]. Our approach is therefore a novel contribution in
the context of reconstruction with commodity RGBD cameras.

Visual hull textures are required to assess the alignment of the
warped implicit surface in the TSDF warping and fusion stages (see
Section 3.2.5). In the visual hull texture, pixels inside the silhouette
are assigned a value of 0, while pixels far outside the silhouette are
assigned a value of 1. Pixels close to the silhouette receive a value
in range [0,1], where pixels further from the silhouette receive a
higher value. The visual hull textures are created from the refined
silhouette textures. First, an inverted copy of the silhouette is created
with pixels inside the silhouette being assigned value 0. Then, the
inverted silhouette is expanded by successive applications of a kernel
that creates a border around any pixels with value below 1. Each
application of the kernel adds a border with higher pixel values than
the last, yielding a stepped gradient from 0 to 1 as pixels further
from the silhouette are encountered. An example of a visual hull
texture is shown in Figure 4.

3.2.3 TSDF Integration

The filtered depth images from the reconstruction frame tr are inte-
grated into a volume as a TSDF, following the method introduced
by Curless and Levoy [9]. Voxels are projected into depth image
space of each sensor, enabling mapping of the 3D voxel position x
to 2D depth image coordinates Π(x). The depth values at Π(x) in
each depth map are weighted and combined using the quality values
at the corresponding positions. The resulting volume is comprised
of voxels carrying value pairs (d,w), where d is the distance from
the center of the voxel to the nearest surface, clamped such that
Dmin < d < Dmax, and w is a weight quantifying the quality of depth
observations used to calculate the distance d.

To avoid calculating signed distances for voxels in empty space,
we calculate the occupancy of the volume in a brick-wise manner.
The volume is subdivided into bricks consisting of 10×10×10 voxels.
A conservative brick-wise occupancy of the volume is calculated
during the texture processing pass by classifying any bricks within a
fixed distance of a valid depth observation as occupied. We compute
a signed distance only for voxels in occupied bricks.

3.2.4 Deformation Field Estimation

This component estimates a deformation field that corresponds to
the motion that occurred between the frame tr−1 and the frame tr. A
correct deformation field enables non-rigid deformation, or warping,
of the implicit surface encoded in the key volume to align with that
encoded by the data volume, meaning that surfaces from the key
volume can be fused into the data volume.

We note that there are many deformation field estimation ap-
proaches described in the related literature, and that the challenge of
detecting a dense deformation field in real time is still not completely
solved. We also note that our proposed reconstruction pipeline is
not dependent on any specific deformation field estimation approach.
Any implementation that can estimate deformation at a frame rate
of at least 60 Hz would be suitable for use in our pipeline. As the
aim of this work is not to develop an improved deformation esti-
mation method, we implement deformation field estimation based
on the Embedded Deformation (ED) paradigm [43] that underpins

motion estimation in two influential recent works: Fusion4D [11]
and Motion2Fusion [10]. We summarize our implementation of the
ED paradigm in the following paragraph.

The ED paradigm parametrizes the deformation field by defining
rotation R ∈R3×3 and translation t ∈R3 at a sparse set of ED nodes
on the deforming surface. ED node positions are obtained from the
key volume with a variant of the Marching Cubes algorithm [31]
that produces one vertex from each volume cell that contains an iso-
surface. The volume resolution is adjusted to obtain approximately
2k ED nodes for one volumetric avatar. The ED paradigm estimates
deformation by defining and evaluating energy terms. Regulariza-
tion terms penalize undesirable types of deformation, and data terms
penalize deformation that does not align the input surface with the
target surface. The sum of the energy terms serves as a cost function
when optimizing for rotation and translation parameters. Following
recent implementations of Sumner et al.’s framework [11, 12], we
employ two regularization terms, evaluated at each ED node: one
to encourage R to be a rotation matrix instead of an affine transfor-
mation, and one to encourage neighboring ED nodes to have similar
transformations. We also use a point-to-plane projective correspon-
dence data term that penalizes misalignments between the deformed
surface and the depth images observed at tr [11, 24].

Initialization of ED node Translations. A key challenge when
estimating the deformation field is tracking large inter-frame motions
caused by fast movement. Other approaches make use of strong
point-to-point correspondences, such as robust matches between
keypoints in color images [11, 24], to provide an initial estimate of
each ED node’s transformation parameters, which are subsequently
refined. Our approach differs, in that it leverages the body tracking
functionality provided by the Azure Kinect Body Tracking SDK
(BTSDK)5, which provides reliable tracking of fast movements and
has been used to animate rigged avatars in previous works [16, 50].
We obtain a body pose from one camera, and calculate the change in
rotation and translation since frame tr−1 for each joint. We initialize
ED node translations from joint motions by mapping ED nodes to
their closest joint Jc in frame tr−1. The inter-frame rotation of Jc
around its parent Jp is combined with the inter-frame translation of
Jp to calculate the ED node’s initial translation.

The BTSDK runs on the capture server, which transmits pose data
to the reconstruction server along with the color and depth images.
Since the BTSDK requires ∼30 ms to produce a pose estimation for
one image, we calculate a pose using one camera from group A, and
derive poses for group B’s frames through linear interpolation.

We note that the use of the BTSDK restricts our deformation
field estimation implementation in some respects. The implemen-
tation is limited to RGBD cameras that support pose estimation,
and the interpolation approach means that ED node initialization
may be incorrect for frames captured by group B if the movement
direction changes suddenly. Furthermore, ED nodes belonging to
non-avatar surfaces may not be correctly initialized, although small
deformations can be recovered by the optimization process. While
other approaches to ED node initialization [10, 11] are likely to be
more effective, the use of the BTSDK suffices to demonstrate the
spatio-temporally offset capture approach.

Non-Linear Optimization. Recent reconstruction approaches
have shown that the energy minimization problem formed in the ED
paradigm can be solved iteratively using the Levenberg-Marquardt
(LM) algorithm [10–12]. We follow this approach, allowing up to 5
iterations of the LM solver per frame. The linear solve to determine
the parameter step within each LM iteration is executed using a
Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) solver, which runs for 10
iterations per LM iteration.

5docs.microsoft.com/azure/kinect-dk/body-sdk-setup



3.2.5 TSDF Warping and Fusion
Given a deformation field that approximates the motion between
frames tr and tr−1, the surface implicitly encoded in the key volume
can be warped to align with the data volume. The result of the
warping stage is a TSDF volume referred to as the warped volume.
We perform TSDF volume warping and fusion in a similar manner
to Dou et. al [11], and give a summary of the similar parts of the
warping and fusion stages in the following paragraph.

For each voxel in the key volume with signed distance |d|< Dmax
and position x, a warped position x̃ is calculated by taking a weighted
average of transformations from the nearest ED nodes. Each warped
voxel is added to the warped volume by integrating signed distance
values into the eight closest voxels to x̃. The distance integrated
into each voxel is not d, but is a corrected distance based on the
voxel’s gradient, to account for cases when x̃ does not lie in the
center of a voxel. Warped voxels are checked for misalignment
before being integrated into the warped volume. A misalignment
error is calculated for each warped voxel, by determining how far x̃
lies outside the visual hull of the surface observed at frame tr, and
only those with error below a fixed threshold are integrated. After
the warped stage, voxels from the warped volume with |d|< Dmax
are fused into the data volume by calculating a weighted average of
d from corresponding voxels in each volume.

Our misalignment error calculation approach differs from the ref-
erence [11]. In order to create temporally consistent reconstructions,
any holes in the surface reconstructed from one capture group must
be filled by the surface from the other. Holes can only be filled when
voxels on either side of the surface are integrated into the volume,
creating a zero-crossing. Therefore, some voxels that lie just outside
of the surface must be fused into the volume, which we allow by
using dilated silhouette and visual hull textures. Voxels which may
otherwise have been given a high misalignment error and excluded
from the data volume instead receive a low error if they are just out-
side the surface. While the referenced warping implementation [11]
calculates misalignment from a 3D visual hull texture, we use an
approximation of the visual hull calculated by expanding a refined
silhouette texture, described in Section 3.2.2.

The key volume is overwritten by the contents of the data volume,
such that the reconstructed result of frame tr serves as the key volume
for frame tr+1. While it is common for volumetric fusion methods to
maintain a canonical volume that is incrementally completed [10,11,
24, 36], thereby building a representation of the observed geometry
over many frames, we find that refreshing the key volume at each
frame is sufficient to avoid most flickering artefacts, and means that
one volume warping operation can be omitted, and surface topology
changes are immediately reflected in the key volume.

Finally, geometry can be extracted from the TSDF volume, ei-
ther by employing the Marching Cubes algorithm [31] to extract
an explicit triangle mesh representation, or by using a ray-casting
approach to visualize the zero level-set surface.

3.3 Texturing
To apply temporally consistent textures to the reconstructed volu-
metric avatar geometry, we blend color contributions from cameras
in both capture groups. Without careful lighting or color calibration
of each RGBD camera, images from different cameras are likely
to exhibit noticeable visual differences. Reconstruction methods
that combine textures from multiple cameras therefore use spatial
blending approaches to achieve smooth transitions between parts of
the surface that are textured from different color cameras [13,28,38].
In our approach, texturing alternating frames from different camera
groups is likely to introduce distracting high-frequency temporal
color changes, even if spatial blending is implemented. Furthermore,
small inaccuracies in the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of each
camera may lead to incorrect mapping of textures to surfaces, which
could also induce high-frequency color changes.

To solve this problem, we introduce a temporal extension to
the spatial blending approach introduced in the Holoportation sys-
tem [38] that blends colors from images captured at the reconstruc-
tion frame tr with colors captured at the previous frame tr−1. Since
inter-frame movement may have occurred between tr and tr−1, it
is not sufficient to transform the position pr of the fragment to be
textured into the texture space of cameras from both capture groups.
To obtain valid color information from frame tr−1, the position pr−1
of the fragment at frame tr−1 must be obtained. We obtain pr−1 with
the help of an inverse warping volume calculated during the warping
stage. Given pr−1, the texture space positions of the fragment in
frame tr−1 can be calculated, and the color can be retrieved and
blended with color contributions from frame tr. The blending oper-
ation is based on the angle difference between the surface normal
and the camera viewpoint directions, and a visibility test to check
whether pr is visible from each camera to prevent ghosting artefacts.

4 EVALUATION

We evaluate our approach with eight Azure Kinect cameras, posi-
tioned as shown in Figure 2, and configured according to the synchro-
nization parameters stated in Section 3.1.2. Each camera captures
and transmits JPEG color images with a resolution of 1280×720
pixels and depth images with a resolution of 640×576 pixels. Al-
though the capture and reconstruction servers can run simultaneously
on the same machine, we record the captured sequences to enable
comparison with simulated capture configurations, and run the re-
construction pipeline on a second machine in our evaluation. The
capture server, to which 8 Azure Kinect cameras were connected, has
an Intel Xeon(R) CPU E5-2687W v4 processor at 3.00 GHz, 377 GB
of RAM and an NVIDIA Quadro RTX 6000 graphics card. The
volumetric avatar reconstruction pipeline was run on a PC that was
equipped with an Intel Core i9-9900X CPU processor at 3.50GHz,
125 GB of RAM and an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 graphics card.

Implementation details. Deformation estimation was imple-
mented using CUDA, while the other reconstruction stages were im-
plemented with the OpenGL graphics API. The sparse block matrix
JT J and the vector JT f , required to estimate the parameters of the
deformation field, are evaluated directly to avoid evaluating the en-
tire Jacobian matrix, as explained by Zollhöfer et al. [53]. The PCG
solver, also necessary for deformation field estimation, is adapted
from public code [17] and is implemented with cuBLAS and custom
sparse matrix multiplication kernels. Our implementation allows the
reconstruction pipeline to run at 60 Hz, which is the effective capture
frame rate when our proposed capture configuration is used. We
report the run-time performance of the main processing stages of our
reconstruction pipeline in Table 2, as well as the total reconstruction
time per frame, which includes some additional time for miscella-
neous CPU processes. We note that pre-reconstruction processes,
namely receiving, decompressing, and uploading image data to the
GPU, are performed asynchronously. These processes, which are
necessary for any reconstruction approach, do not contribute to the
reconstruction time, but do introduce latency corresponding to two
frames (32.2 ms). Pose estimation (Section 3.2.4) and asynchronous
transmission of image data by the capture server (Section 3.1.3)
also introduce 30 ms of latency between retrieving image data and
transmitting to the reconstruction server. The reconstruction pipeline
incurs a total latency of 77 ms plus network transmission time.

Capture volume. Our capture volume spans 2 meters along
each cardinal axis, containing cubical voxels with side length of
1 cm. To avoid performing TSDF integration, warping, and fusing
operations on all voxels in the capture volume, we decompose the
volume into bricks of 103 voxels, and maintain brick-level occupancy
information for the key and data volumes.

Evaluation sequences. Our pipeline was evaluated using three
sequences, each capturing different types of human movement. The



Stage Average time
Texture Processing 4.1 ms
TSDF Integration 0.2 ms

Deformation Field Estimation 3.6 ms
Volume Warping 2.5 ms
Volume Fusing 0.9 ms
Visualization 1.0 ms

Total 14.5 ms
Table 2: Mean processing times for each reconstruction stage.

sequences were recorded as color and depth image streams, and
have a duration of 10 seconds. In the Wave dataset, the subject is
static apart from waving one arm. In the Sway dataset, the subject
stands on one foot and sways from side to side, therefore inducing a
slow full-body movement. In the Move dataset, the subject moves
around more quickly inside the capture space. Avatar reconstructions
obtained from the recorded sequences are shown in Figure 5.

Wave Move

Sway

Figure 5: Reconstructed volumetric avatars from the evaluation se-
quences: Wave (top left), Sway (bottom), and Move (top right).

4.1 Comparison Configurations
To demonstrate that our proposed capture configuration and re-
construction pipeline is beneficial for reconstruction of volumet-
ric avatars with synchronizable commodity RGBD cameras, we
compare volumetric avatars reconstructed with our pipeline against
avatars reconstructed with images from alternative capture configura-
tions that are possible with the same number of RGBD cameras. We
refer to our capture configuration, detailed in Section 3, as the Offset
Capture Groups (OCG) configuration. The capture configurations
that we compare against are described in the following paragraphs.

Spatially Aligned Capture Groups (SACG). Instead of dis-
tributing all cameras evenly around the capture volume as shown
in Figure 2, each camera from group B could be spatially aligned
with a camera from group A, as shown in Figure 6 (left), such that
groups A and B provide very similar sets of views. By temporally
offsetting the center of exposure of cameras in B, as in the OCG ap-
proach, the effective reconstruction frame rate can be doubled. The
SACG configuration would be expected to provide temporally con-
sistent results, as view-dependent artifacts would remain the same in
consecutive frames. We aim to show that by offsetting the capture
groups spatially, as well as temporally, and employing our recon-
struction pipeline, we increase scene coverage and achieve improved
reconstruction accuracy compared to the SACG configuration, while
maintaining a comparable temporal consistency.

Capture 
Volume

Capture 
Volume

RGBD camera, 
capture group A

RGBD camera, 
capture group B

Spatially Aligned Capture 
Groups (SACG)

Simultaneous Capture (SC)
& Reference

Figure 6: Comparison configurations. The SACG configuration fea-
tures two groups of cameras that are spatially aligned, but temporally
offset. The SC and reference configurations consist of eight cameras
that are spatially distributed, but temporally aligned.

Reference. To assess the reconstruction accuracy and temporal
consistency of the OCG and SACG configurations, we compare them
against a ground truth reconstruction, created from color and depth
images from eight RGBD cameras in each reconstruction frame.

Simultaneous Capture (SC). One further alternative capture
configuration is the SC configuration, where eight spatially dis-
tributed cameras capture images simultaneously, as shown in Figure
6 (right). This configuration does not allow the frame rate of the
avatar reconstruction to be increased, but should produce a tempo-
rally consistent volumetric avatar, since all frames are reconstructed
from the same set of cameras. The reconstructed surfaces from the
SC configuration are identical to those from the reference configu-
ration, with half the frame rate. Therefore, the SC configuration is
not included in the evaluation, since the evaluation methods used
are based on comparisons with geometry created with the reference
configuration. However, we provide a visual comparison with our
method in the video figure.
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Figure 7: To create evaluation sequences that can be reconstructed as
if captured with our proposed configuration or any of the comparison
configurations, a sequence is recorded by eight cameras capturing si-
multaneously at 30 FPS. Images from some cameras can be removed
in each frame to simulate all of the required configurations.

Creating evaluation sequences. To compare the OCG and
SACG configurations against the reference configuration at 60 Hz,
16 cameras are required: eight without a temporal offset to compare
with reconstructions from capture group A, and eight with a tem-
poral offset to compare with reconstructions from capture group B.
Since simultaneous capture from 16 cameras is not possible with
our current hardware setup, we instead capture a reference stream
with eight cameras at 30 Hz. OCG and SACG configurations are
then simulated by removing images from each frame, as illustrated
in Figure 7. To simulate our OCG approach, images from alternat-
ing groups are removed from each frame. To simulate the SACG
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Figure 8: Volumetric avatar meshes reconstructed from our proposed OCG configuration (middle row) and the comparison SACG configuration
(bottom row) are compared to meshes reconstructed with the reference configuration (top row). Per-vertex distances to the reference mesh are
visualized, with red areas corresponding to a distance of 1 cm. The reconstructions from the OCG configuration exhibit less error overall, and
fewer areas with large errors, because the spatially offset groups mean that surfaces are reconstructed from more perspectives.

configuration, images from cameras in group B are removed from
each frame. To simulate the SC configuration, alternating frames
are removed from the stream entirely. The reference configuration
simply uses all eight simultaneously captured images to reconstruct
each frame. Evaluating with a 30 Hz reference means that the OCG
and SACG configurations increase reconstruction frame rate from
15 Hz to 30 Hz, instead of 30 Hz to 60 Hz. Evaluating at half the
potential frame rate poses a greater challenge for the reconstruction
pipeline, since inter-frame motions are likely to be larger, potentially
leading to a less precise estimation of the deformation field and thus
larger errors than for the real use case of 30 Hz to 60 Hz.

4.2 Qualitative Comparisons
In this section, we present visual impressions of the reconstruction
quality achieved by our approach. We also refer the reader to our
video figure in the supplemental material to observe the effect of
increasing the reconstruction frame rate.

In Figure 8, volumetric avatar geometry reconstructed with the
OCG (middle), SACG (bottom), and reference (top) configurations
is presented. Surfaces were extracted as triangle meshes using the
Marching Cubes algorithm [31]. To assess the reconstruction qual-
ity, meshes extracted from the OCG and SACG configurations are
compared against meshes extracted with the reference configuration.
Per-vertex distance from the reference mesh is calculated, mapped to
the displayed colour scale, and rendered as vertex colors, with red ar-
eas indicating a reconstruction error of 1 cm or more. It can be seen
that meshes reconstructed from the OCG configuration have lower
overall error, as well as fewer areas with large errors. This shows that
incorporating depth images from eight different perspectives into
each surface, enabled by the temporal volumetric fusion approach
used in our proposed reconstruction pipeline, leads to more accurate
surface reconstruction, even when half of the views are captured in
a temporally offset manner.

4.3 Quantitative Comparisons
In this section, we evaluate the temporal consistency of avatar
streams reconstructed with our proposed pipeline and compare

against an alternative capture configuration. We also assess the
reconstruction error of reconstructed avatars against avatars recon-
structed with a reference configuration.

4.3.1 Temporal Consistency
Our proposed volumetric avatar reconstruction approach, with spatio-
temporally offset camera groups, could be prone to exhibiting tem-
porally inconsistent surfaces and flickering artefacts due to view-
dependent artefacts changing at each frame. To evaluate the temporal
consistency of the volumetric avatar streams reconstructed by our
system, we use the Temporal Consistency Metric (TCM) proposed
by Yao et al. [47]. In its original context of evaluating video pro-
cessing techniques, the metric compares the temporal consistency
of a processed video stream V with the temporal consistency of the
raw input video stream O. We adopt the measure to evaluate the
temporal consistency of reconstructed avatar streams from the OCG
and SACG configurations (V ) with respect to streams reconstructed
with the reference configuration (O). The TCM computes a tempo-
ral consistency value for V in the range [0,1], where larger values
indicate more temporal consistency, and a score of 1 means that V is
as temporally consistent as O.

To calculate a TCM value for an evaluation sequence, we render
volumetric avatar streams using TSDF ray-marching at a resolution
of 1024x1024 pixels. We compute mean TCM across all pairs of
consecutive frames. Differences between the images are calculated
by first converting the color images to grayscale images according
to ITU recommendation ITU-R BT.601-7 [25], and taking the sum
of the squared per-pixel differences.

The results of the temporal consistency evaluation are shown in
Figure 9. The OCG configuration receives TCM values of 0.50-0.72,
while the SACG configuration has TCM values of 0.53-0.83. For
the Wave dataset, the OCG configuration is clearly less temporally
consistent, but for the Sway and Move datasets, the OCG config-
uration is only slightly less temporally consistent than the SACG
configuration (although differences were statistically significant for
all sequences, when tested with the Mann-Whitney U Test). The
SACG configuration should achieve a TCM approaching 1, that
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Figure 9: Temporal consistency metric (TCM) for color images recon-
structed with OCG (ours) and SACG capture configurations.

is, be nearly as temporally consistent as the reference, because it
should not suffer from alternating view-dependent artefacts, due to
the fact that all reconstructed frames are captured from the same set
of perspectives. The discrepancy between the expectation and the
observed values could be explained by temporal sensor noise that
commodity RGBD sensors are known to suffer from. The reference
is less likely to suffer from temporal noise because more cameras
are fused to create the surface, averaging out sensor noise. For two
of our three evaluation datasets, it can be seen that the volumetric
avatar streams produced by our pipeline are nearly as temporally
coherent as those produced from the SACG configuration.

4.3.2 Reconstruction Error
In Figure 10, a quantitative evaluation of the reconstruction error
is presented for each of the evaluation sequences. Reconstructions
from the reference, OCG and SACG configurations are rendered
from multiple viewpoints using TSDF ray-marching to create depth
images. Per-pixel depth difference from the corresponding reference
images is calculated for images created from the offset and spatially
aligned configurations. A mean per-pixel depth difference per frame
is calculated, excluding per-pixel differences greater than 30 mm, as
large differences are likely to result from comparison of different
surfaces rather than reconstruction error. Our analysis shows that
geometry reconstructed with our proposed capture technique exhibits
less reconstruction error than the SACG configuration.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we introduced a novel technique for capturing and
reconstructing volumetric avatars with synchronizable commodity
RGBD cameras that doubles the capture and reconstruction frame
rate of a set of available cameras from 30 Hz to 60 Hz. This is
achieved by employing a capture configuration comprised of two
spatio-temporally offset capture groups that provide images to a vol-
umetric avatar reconstruction server in an alternating manner. Since
the spatio-temporally offset capture groups provide images captured
from different sets of perspectives at alternating frames, potentially
leading to unpleasant flickering artefacts, we propose an accompa-
nying reconstruction pipeline based on previous work on volumetric
temporal fusion that is capable of fusing surfaces computed in pre-
vious reconstruction frames into the current reconstruction frame,
thereby producing temporally consistent volumetric avatars streams.
Our evaluation, in which we compare our proposed configuration
against capture configurations possible with the same number of
RGBD cameras, reveals that avatar streams reconstructed with our
proposed pipeline exhibit fewer surface-to-surface differences to a
reference reconstruction stream than a capture configuration com-
prised of temporally offset, but not spatially offset capture groups,
while exhibiting a comparable level of temporal consistency.

Figure 10: Reconstruction error per-frame for evaluation sequences.

Since our temporal volumetric fusion implementation relies on
body tracking to initialize the deformation field, the pipeline is
less generalizable to arbitrary scenes. This could be addressed by
incorporating a method for detecting strong point-to-point corre-
spondences between frames, as shown in previous works [10, 11].

Our proposed configuration enables volumetric avatars captured
with Azure Kinect cameras to be reconstructed at 60 Hz, twice the
maximum frame rate of a single camera, which creates generally
smoother motions of avatars in virtual reality applications. However,
the run-time performance of the avatar reconstruction pipeline is
currently limited to 60 Hz. Reconstructing at the refresh rate of the
display, typically 72 or 90Hz on modern HMDs, would eliminate
motion judder. To this end, our approach could be extended to
more capture groups, further increasing the reconstruction frame
rate. Acceleration of the reconstruction pipeline would be necessary,
which may be afforded by an increase in processing power in future
GPUs. Extension to more capture groups requires investigation of
the appropriate number and position of cameras in each group.
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